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Lawrentians, friends take up the fight
For some students, war is not so far away... but their loved ones are
Roshal Erskine
for Thn Lawrentian

For many people, the "War on
Terror" is some abstract concept — or
if it is more, the war is just something
happening "over there" in the Middle
East. It's all too easy to forget that
someone's son, daughter, brother, sis
ter, or friend is putting their life at risk
every day "over there."
Many Lawrentians, however, can
not afford that luxury. Lawrentians
such as Chelsea Bridges, Danielle
Knight and Elizabeth Bullock are con
stantly aware of what it means to be in
the military in today’s volatile world.
Though these three students are
all connected to the armed forces, they
differ in their perspectives on the mil
itary and the war. As Chelsea’s hus

band Ryan prepares with the 101st
Airborne in Kentucky to join the ranks
of those serving in Iraq, she is
attempting to cope with the idea that a
loved one will be in harm's way.
Meanwhile, Danielle Knight is
struggling to deal with the fact that
her best friend is already fighting in

Though she admits to joining the army

Iraq. And Liz Bullock, Danielle's soror
ity sister, is gearing up to join the
101st Airborne and is excited to serve
for her country.
These women had differing
stances not only on the military, but

Airborne."
As the friend of someone serving
in Iraq, Danielle is in turmoil over the

also on the war in general. This con
tradicts the notion that support or
opposition of the war is as clear a
divide as the apparently stark political
divisions of the country would suggest.
For Liz, who would have been a
junior this year, the chance to be a part

for financial and educational reasons,
she believes in the war and is proud to
have the chance to serve. She hopes to
return to Lawrence in the fall of 08
after her tour of duty is up, but as she
puts it: "It all depends on how much I
love what I'm doing once I get to the

hardships her friend, Derreck, faces
everyday. When Liz goes off to Iraq in
March, Danielle — along with her
sorority sisters — will have more feel
ings to grapple with. Danielle admits
that, "it's hard when your friend actu

SAUDI

IRABU
of the military conjures up a sense of
pride; she feels that the "war is neces
sary" and "supports all the efforts
overseas made by the president."

that they won’t make it out alive."
Derreck, already in Iraq, does not
want to be there. According to Liz, he
is afraid that he won't see his son
again and believes that all the horrible
things that he has witnessed in Iraq
could stay with him for the rest of his
life. Danielle recalls her friend telling
her of a child with a bomb, a child he'd
had to shoot. She knows that the
image of that little boy will haunt
Derreck forever.
Chelsea, who has been married to
Ryan for a year and a half, cries a lot
when she thinks o f her husband going
to Iraq. Her husband believes it is his

ally wants to be there because you
don’t want anything to happen to them

duty, but Chelsea is really scared. "I
watch CNN as soldiers are killed by
bombs,'' she says, "I see it and think

... it's hard too when they don't want to
be there, because they're always afraid

continued on page 2

Campus divided into
three districts for vote
Emily Gonzalez
for The Lawrentian

For the past several years, the Lawrence University campus has been divided
into three electoral districts. The divisions are not only inconvenient for students, but
also suggest gerrymandering by the city. This year, especially considering the intense
presidential campaign season, many students wonder whether or not the district
divisions skew students' voting power.
Gerrymandering is the redrawing of voting districts, usually to benefit a partic
ular political group, by manipulating boundary lines. Gerrymandering is not always
necessarily negative, however, and in some cases different lines are drawn because
a county does not count the "minority" voters — those who typically do not vote.
The division of Lawrence into three districts only affects elections and issues at
a local level, not at a national or state level. Typically, most college students do not
vote locally, but gerrymandering at the local
level can have a direct effect on Lawrence.
u lf Lawrence had one dis
Lawrence could have better representation
and a clearer voice in local issues if the entire
trict ... the alderperson rep
campus were in one voting ward.
resenting that district would
According to Christian Grose, a political

need to consider the inter

ests of the Lawrence stu

science professor at Lawrence, "If Lawrence
had one district where at least 50 percent of

the population in the district was students,
then there is a chance the alderperson repre
senting that district would need to consider
- Prof. Christian Grose
the interests of the Lawrence student popula
tion." If one council member had represented
all of Lawrence, it is likely that they would be
more concerned about campus issues such as the College Avenue bridge expansion.
City and county officials state that the campus is not divided intentionally and
the divisions have no effect on voting, even at a local level. An Appleton city clerk
election representative stated, "The numbers are given to us by the county, so we try
to even [Appleton’s districts] out as much as possible."
Some on campus think that because Lawrentians generally tends to be more lib
eral compared to the generally conservative city of Appleton, parts of the campus

dent population. ”

may not be able to carry a particular party vote during local elections. This includes
votes for alderpersons, who would represent most of the Lawrence campus.
As Lawrence student and Wisconsin College Republicans chairman Jon Home
said, "I don't think it's at all clear that either party would benefit from campus vot
ing as a bloc. Dividing our vote, I suppose, does have implications for issues where
students tend to agree.”
Whether or not the campus is intentionally divided, voter registration remains
a problem. When students move from one dorm to another, they must re-register to
vote. Also, there are three different voting locations: students must be aware of where
they should vote on election days.
You have to be careful... most don't realize that if you live on one side and then
move, you need to register again. It’s really hard to get people educated on this," said
Andy York, president of the Lawrence University College Democrats.
Home argued that since registration in Wisconsin is "notoriously easy," he did
not think that Lawrence's registration process would have any "disenfranchisement
implications."

Whether or not gerrymandering in Appleton is deliberate, one thing is certain
this election season — make sure you're registered to vote.

Student’s email tapped
William Dalsen
Opinions & Editorials Editor

A student’s email account was
accessed by computer services at the
request o f an unidentified university
employee this past spring in order to
trace a message sent regarding Senior
Streak. The student was not informed
of the 'access, and it does not appear
that the access was part of an enforce
ment of university policy.
A source familiar with the event
has confirmed that the email access
occurred in the following manner. A
student, probably using a third-party
email account like Yahoo webmail,
sent an email to Lawrence students to
coordinate last year's Senior Streak.

The email address did not directly
identify the sender, and an unidenti
fied university employee asked com
puter services to trace the email in
order to discover the identity of the
sender.
The tracing process is rather sim
ple: each university computer has a
unique address that distinguishes it
from all other computers on the net
work. When a student logs onto a com
puter, their username, time of logon,
and the computer's unique network
address are recorded by computer ser
vices automatically. Then, if one can
identify the computer address from
which an email was sent, computer
services will simply look to see who
was logged on to that computer at that

time and determine who sent the
email.
In order to trace the email, com
puter services located and accessed a
separate student’s email account in
which the message was saved, and
then determined the address from
which it was sent. The username was
easily determined from logon data,
and the name o f the student was sub
mitted to Nancy Truesdell at the dean
of students office.
Both Truesdell and user services
manager Dana Rose-Schmalz said that
the agreement between the university
and those who use its network allows
computer services to access the per-

continued on page 2

Newspaper Readership Month
Complete any New York Times Friday crossword puzzle this month and turn
it in to The Lawrentian’s mailbox at the Union before 10 p.m. the same day.
Correct, complete puzzles win $20
No multiple winners; winners must be Lawrence University students.

Congratulations to our second winner Tariq Engineer
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LUCR protest raises money, eyebrows Military
continued from page 1

Members of the Lawrence University College Republicans protest outside Sen. John Kerry's speech Friday. The group also raised $600 by charging for parking across the street from the event, angering some rallygoers.

Peter Gillette
Editor in Chief

The Lawrence University
College Republicans raised $600
during John Kerry's rally last
Friday, irking many democrats
who charged the CRs with taking
advantage
of
handicapped
motorists
and
deliberately
deceiving Kerry supporters.
In addition to the fundraiser,
LUCR
Chairman
Michael
Papincak led a group of about a
dozen Republicans in a protest
across the street from the rally,
shouting "Four more years" and
the like. Papincak reports a skir
mish between a Kerry supporter
and a member of the Marquette
College Republicans that result
ed with both being detained. An
onlooker also stole the LUCR
bullhorn before being caught by
police, who had been standing
across the street for the entirety
of the event.
50
Marquette
College
Republicans followed Kerry
throughout Wisconsin Friday
protesting.
The protest and fundraiser
took place on land owned by
Republican Ben Ganther, a con
struction company CEO, whose
business sits directly across the
street from the Alexander Gym.
According to LUCR Secretary
Sarah Leet, rally organizers had
n't planned for adequate park

ing, and Ganther's 550-car lot
was in prime position. Ganther
then contacted the LUCR organi
zation and offered them to
chance to organize paid parking.
In a letter to the The
Lawrentian published today (see
page 7), College Democrats' VP of
Programming
Kass
Kuehl
expressed her disgust for what
she viewed as a deceptive money
making scheme.
“Those paying for parking
spots had no idea where there
money was going to,” said Kuehl.
“As a loud-mouthed Democrat, I
would have rather walked miles
then pay ten dollars for a prime
parking spot if I had known that
my money was going to support
all that I stand against."
Leet, who was heading up
much of the parking fundraiser,
says that motorists were told
that the owner would donate
profits to "a non-profit organiza
tion. It's Ben's money. We were
happy that he chose to give it to
us," Leet said, adding that CRs
were helping out Ganther. "We
got a couple of questions, but
most people handed over the
money without question." Leet
also pointed out that most
motorists are used to high park
ing rates at Lambeau Field and
the like.
To Leet, the central issue is
one of private property. She
charges Democrats with poor
planning and taking Ganther's

parking lot for granted and never
calling him to set up parking per
mission. "Somehow it's our fault
that they're poor planners. It's
not our fault," Leet said.
Many motorists assumed
that the parking, since it was so
close, was Dem-sponsored handi
capped parking. The LUCRs had
n't anticipated so many handi
capped drivers and so, when Leet
says half of the lot was filled with
handicapped drivers, the LUCRs
called Ganther.
Leet
says
Ganther and the LUCRs decided
that handicapped motorists like
ly have able-bodied drivers and
can be dropped off like anyone
else, but that "90 year-old cou
ples fthose who are obviously
very very old] should be allowed
in for free."
The Kerry campaign became
alerted
when
handicapped
motorists began complaining
about having to pay. One such
motorist, Jeanne Neese of
Appleton
talked
to
The
Lawrentian as she walked
through the disabled entrance's
metal detector.
Neese interrogated the park
ing attendant on the money and
eventually found out that the
money would go to the LUCRs
and was allowed to park even as
she refused to pay. But Neese
was visibly shaken and angry:
"He told me that 'there are
extremists on your side too.'
Well, 1 don't know anyone on my

side who would charge handi
capped people to park. I mean,
you have to live with yourself at
night."
Leet shrugs off Neese's
charges and the angry campaign
volunteers who took time off
from the event to alert motorists
to tell motorists to refuse to pay.
"They were just livid, and it was
actually quite humorous," Leet
said. '
The
protest/fundraiser
brought the LUCRs publicity on
television tations throughout
Wisconsin,
something
Leet
expected: "It's one of those things
you see on the news for thirty
seconds...to give you a chuckle."
Papincak says the money will
be used to promote Bush on cam
pus, a campus that, Papincak
bemoans, is violently anti-Bush.
"I see protestors (against
Bush] lining the Ave and I recog
nize their right to protest, and
will defend that right. But as
soon as it's a Republican protest
ing, people everywhere are dri
ving by using the f-word against
us. I mean, there were little kids
out there hearing [all of these
wordsj and seeing the middlefinger. It just doesn’t seem neces
sary."
The event raised more for the
LUCRs in two hours than they
had raised in the last three
years. "So, we'd like to thank the
Kerry campaign for their sup
port," Leet joked.

Vandalism strikes campus
Melanie Heindl
for The Lawrentian

There have already been a high
number of reported incidents of van
dalism, theft, and trespassing at
Lawrence this fall, ranging from
minor to severe. Several of these
incidents were reported to the
Appleton Police Department.
One lesser incident, which
occurred on Oct. 7 of this year,
involved two males striking lights
and light poles on campus with
metal rods or sticks.
The two men, once noticed, ran
north along Union Street behind the
Conservatory of Music. Eight light
poles were damaged, though it is not

apparent whether that destruction
was done entirely by the two males.
Just two days later, on Oct. 9,
there was another vandalism inci
dent at the Delta Tau Delta frater
nity house at 218 S. Lawe Street.
According to police reports,
Lawrence University security and a
cook from the building discovered
graffiti on the side of the house.
Several phrases were spray
painted in fluorescent orange on the
wall, referring to sexuality and sex
ual activities. Security confiscated a
Rust-Oleum spray can near the
sight of the incident and placed it in
evidence. The estimated cost of the
damages thus far is approximately
$500 for the removal of the paint
from the building wall.

photo courtesy of Lawrence.edu
The Delta Tau Delta house at 218 S Lawe St. suffered vandalism recently.

that could be Ryan." She dreads the
difficulties they will face as a cou
ple: "It takes a lot of work being
with someone in the military.
Though he knows that I don't like
him being in the military, I try to
keep that away from him because I
don't want him to think that I am
not supportive. When they are away,
it is difficult for them and you real
ly don't want them to be worrying
about you. It is just hard balancing
between those.”
Chelsea and her husband have
decided that after his tour of duty is
complete, Ryan will leave the mili
tary. "It's really difficult being in a
military family," she says, "especial
ly because the military is treated so
badly. I see people using food stamps
in the commissary and that's ridicu
lous. Ryan and I scrape by every
month. Our military should be
treated as heroes regardless of
where they are stationed."
These three women view the
war from radically different per
spectives. But they all seem to know
that, regardless of your political
affiliations, the troops are fighting a
war in reality and not merely in the
ory. They put their lives at risk
every day, and the least we could do
is remember that they are "over
there."

E-mail
continued from page 1
sonal data of anyone on the net
work, but only to enforce state, fed
eral, and international law, or if uni
versity policies are violated.
Rose-Schmalz stated that she
was not asked to access the email
account, but that the unidentified
university employee instead went
directly to the network administra
tors and asked them to trace the
email.
Truesdell also denied asking
computer services to trace the
email, as the student who sent the
email came forward to her before
the trace was completed. Of the four
sources contacted for this report —
Truesdell, Rose-Schmalz, and two
anonymous sources familiar with
the event — none knew who'd asked
the email account to be tapped, or if
the tap was an enforcement of uni
versity policy.
Truesdell said that there is no
specific policy stating who has the
authority to ask personal data to be
accessed by computer services or
when such requests were appropri
ate. Truesdell also stressed that
there must be "criminal activity or a
violation of the rules" in order to
justify access to personal data on
the network, but it is unclear that
the unidentified university employ
ee responsible for this particular
access had such justification.
The university did not — and
currently does not — have a policy
banning Senior Streak or the coor
dination of such an event, and none
of the sources contacted for this
story indicated that the email had
in some other way violated universi
ty policy or state, federal, or inter
national law.
At the time of publication, the
university employee who requested
the email tap, and his or her posi
tion at the university, remain
unknown.
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Four more or no more?
Christine Beaderstadt

On Friday, Oct. 15, I wit
nessed President Bush deliver
his speech to an encouraging and
enthusiastic crowd of 10,000
Wisconsinites in Oshkosh at EAA
Airport in Wittman Field.
Afterward, I also had the oppor
tunity to see his running mate,
Senator Kerry, here at Lawrence.
It is a rata chance to be able to
see both candidates live and com
pare the two.
The president was articulate
and well spoken. He presented
the audience with his previous
accomplishments and ftiture
plans, if t o makes it into office
next term. Bush began his
adcteess by acknowledging that
the debates "give us a chance to
show the difference between my
opponent and myself." He
promised “to continue to defend
the American people and spread
freedom — it is not an American
right but a God- given right"
During the live debates Bush
would often suddenly pause or
look confused and flabbergasted
by Kerry's rebuttals.
At the address on Friday,
however, his voice was strong,
powerful, and confident He out
lined his speech with convincing
statistics supporting his Haim*
He addressed Wisconsin citizens'
concerns about the economy and
education, and also provided
future plans: 'T will stand behind
dairy farmers, that is why I
signed a good farm bill. I want to
sell Wisconsin products around
the world and make sure
America is the best place in the
world to do business." The sup
porters kept chanting "Four more
years!"
Earlier on Friday, Bud) had
already visited Oregon and Iowa.
He has no intention of slowing
down; this is a close race. After
delivering his speech, Bush

stayed behind for a few moments
to autograph signs and shake
hands with supporters.
Also vying for the swing state
of Wisconsin, Kerry arrived in
Appleton later that evening.
Despite the cold, rainy weather,
nearly 10,000 supporters came to
root for the candidate, shouting,
in reference to his opponent, "No
more years!" Dressed casually,
the senator appealed to the mid
dle class. Kerry easily connected
with the audience and opted to
speak with a handheld micro
phone, informally speaking with
his supporters and not stiffly
standing in front of a podium.
Kerry appeared cheerful,
comfortable, and eager to make
the necessary changes to improve
America. He spoke on health
care, employment, and the econo
my. Kerry promised to close a
loophole that rewards American
corporations who send work over
seas. Concerning healthcare, he
promised to make it more afford
able for the middle class. Kerry
said that "182,000 people have
lost their health care in the last
four years ... the bottom line is
this: the economy has a bad case
of the flu and we need a new med
icine."
Interestingly, both politicians
act differently in front of a cam
era than they do in person; in real
life, they seemed to switch roles
with one another. During the live
broadcasts, Kerry was stiff and
dignified; on Friday he was calm
and personable. Conversely, in
person Bush was limber and pro
fessional, in contrast to his bum
bling, cavalier attitude during
televised debatea
All politics aside, it is often
easy to see which candidate will
win. Speech delivery and appear
ance are quite important, espe
cially in such a close race. Bush is
forthright, determined, and
proud. Kerry is polished, charis
matic, and eloquent. Which
would you choose?

Kerry energizes drizzled Dems
Peter Gillette
Editor in C M *

A stump speech by Senator
John Kerry, Democratic nominee
for president, capped off a drizzly
Friday
evening
for
many
Lawrentians who sloshed across
the river to Alexander Gym.
By 8:30 p.m., when the
"Kerry/Edwards A Fresh Start For
America" buses finally rolled into
the circular driveway surrounding
the lawn, many Lawrence students,
professors, and members of the
community from across the political
spectrum had already spent over
three wet hours waiting for the
main event and standing in a secu
rity-check line that extended as far
back as the Congregational Church
also on South River.
A group of protestors from the
Lawrence
University
and
Marquette University College
Republican chapters faced the line.
There were minor skirmishes dur
ing Kerry's speech. (For coverage of
the CR protest and their controver
sial fundraiser, read LUCR on page
2)
While Bush had been flying
through the Midwest before his
stop in Oshkosh Friday afternoon
(See coverage, left) Kerry made his
way to Appleton in a good old-fash
ioned barnstorming.
Beginning the day in Des
Moines, Iowa, the Kerry campaign
traveled to Milwaukee and
Sheboygan by the afternoon. By the
time the weekend was through,
Kerry’s tour of Midwest swing
states led him to Ohio. But for over
a half an hour Friday night, the
candidate pitched himself as both a
champion of the middle class and "a
believer in science," reprising famil
iar criticisms of Bush foreign policy
and the recent tax cuts along the
way.
Taking the stage alongside
Senator Herb Kohl (D, Wis.) and
Governor Jim Doyle, Kerry was
greeted with a coordinated chant of

photo by Christine Beaderstadt

Kerry talks to constituents at Friday night’s rally.

"3-4-3," referring to the Kerry cam
paign's confidence that its candi
date had "swept" the debates.
(Set to the drum kicks of
Queen's 'We Will Rock You," the
campaign chant was taught to the
audience by a local alt-country
band called "The Wandering Sons."
Speakers throughout the evening
prepared the large crowd, getting
them ready for the arrival of the
national press.)
As he strolled up to the podium
that jutted into the north end of the
Alexander Gym lawn, Kerry's dress
reinforced his middle class themes:
the senator was casually clad in a
Carhart jacket, sweatervest, chinos,
and New Balance shoes that served
to quietly counter his somewhat
taciturn television demeanor.
"Seeing [Kerry] in person defi
nitely revealed a personality you
don't see on TV. It makes him more
believable,"
Lawrence
junior
Andrew Ritchie said on his way
back from the "blue section" (the
closest to the stage) to campus.
Ritchie added that, since he was
already planning on voting for
Kerry, the speech didn't alter his
opinion of the candidate substan
tially.

Students were abuzz walking
back from the event, discussing
who got closest to Kerry. Kevin
White, grinning, added that Kerry
"jumped on me." (Although, he said,
not in a threatening way.)
While the body of Kerry's
speech addressed policies, there
was a sense in which the tone — as
is often the case for political rallies
— resembled more of a pep rally,
and he began his speech by reach
ing out to energize the Lawrentians
and veterans, respectively, that he
could see before him.
Kerry smiled and saluted a few
veterans he spotted in the front row
before beginning his speech with a
shout: "Hello, Lawrence! Hello,
Appleton! How are you?" Basking
in the applause, he added that it
was great to be in the home of the
Vikings, and on homecoming week
end, no less.
The Vikings line seemed to
receive noticeably less applause, as
non-Lawrentians wondered for a
moment whether Kerry mistakenly
thought he was in Minnesota (and
during football season, no less!)
But Kerry recovered with an
Appleton-specific one-liner that
continued on page 6

Remember when Nixon and Kennedy came to town?
William Dalsen
Opinions and Editorials Editor

The presence of John Kerry in
Appleton and George W. Bush in
Oshkosh this past week gave
Lawrentians an incredible oppor
tunity: to see both presidential
candidates before an election.
This hasn't happened for a long
time: it's been 45 years since Vice
President Richard Nixon and his
Democratic
rival
John
F.
Kennedy visited Lawrence, and
life at Lawrence since the 1960
presidential
campaign
has
changed quite a bit.
On Nov. 13, 1959, Professor
Dan Taylor — then a mere fresh
man — crammed into the chapel
to hear Nixon speak. He didn't
have a choice of going then: all
freshmen were required to
attend all convocations, and back
then, there was one every week.
The counselors — now called
RLAs — perched on the upper
deck of the chapel, looking down
and checking to see that their
young freshman were in atten
dance.
Nixon spoke on education, the
superiority of the American edu
cational system over the Soviet
system, the need for allies to

assist with foreign aid, and the
problem of Red China, all while
trying to win the vote of the Fox
Valley. Nixon probably wasn't too
concerned with the student vote
back then, as the voting age was
still 21 in Wisconsin (as in most
states). But in Taylor’s, home
state of Kentucky the voting age
was only 18, and so Taylor was
one of thejfew who cast a vote
after seeing a presidential candi
date in person.
Senior Margaret Carroll —
now a trustee of the University — was not impressed with Nixon.
A "Democrat to the core" to this
day, there was little chance that
tricky Dick would steal her vote.
She was waiting to cast her firstever vote for Kennedy, when one
day the head of the Wisconsin
Democratic Party called her. The
muck-a-muck on the phone asked
her if there were any "boys" she
knew who could drive with
Senator Kennedy around this
congressional
district;
she
responded that she was perfectly
capable herself. And on Friday,
March 11, 1960, Margie Carroll
and three other Lawrentians
went
with
Kennedy
from
Appleton
to
Clintonville,
Shawano, the Keshena Indian

Reservation, New London, and
Neenah.
Kennedy wasn't planning to
come to Lawrence until Margie
and her friends asked him to
come. After working it into the
schedule and getting everything
ready at Lawrence, Kennedy
gave a short speech from the
alcove in Riverview Lounge
(which is now the office of Paul
Shrode, assistant dean for cam
pus activities).
In the second row was Dan
Taylor, this time listening of his
own free will to the future presi
dent. Taylor was already hooked
on politics and soaked up the
experience: ever since the press
printed
"Dewey
Defeats
Truman," he'd hardly missed an
election. Taylor recalled that
Kennedy was surrounded by
local politicians and his security
entourage, and that, "The Secret
Service agents looked the same
then as they do now; it's amaz
ing!"
Somewhere in the packed
lounge was Minoo Adenwalla, a
new professor just out of gradu
ate school, and now professor
emeritus
of
government.
Adenwalla, who had "more
enthusiasm and less judgment in

those days," heavily favored
Kennedy. But as Kennedy spoke
on dairy and agricultural poli
cies, Adenwalla recalls hearing
him chuckling: apparently dairy
policy was not his forte. Months
after Kennedy had left Appleton,
Lawrence held a mock election.
76 percent of students who voted
favored Nixon, while 66 percent
of the voting faculty favored
Kennedy.
What does this mean for
Lawrentians today? Perhaps the
best assessment is from Taylor,
who notes that, at Lawrence,
your vote counts: the (sometimes)
politically volatile Fox Valley is
the second-largest population
center in Wisconsin, and without
our support, neither candidate
can win the state.
Taylor says that we "need to
establish the habit of voting," and
hopes that the recent visits of
Kerry and Bush will help get out
the vote.
The visits of John F. Kennedy
and Richard Nixon were some of
the most politically defining and
memorable moments in the lives
of Lawrentians who were here;
hopefully, 45 years from now, our
experiences this past week will
have an equal importance to us.

photos courtesy of Americaslibrary.gov

John F. Kennedy and Richard Nixon
campaigned at Lawrence in 1960.
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George Bush and Jo h n K erry cam paign
in the Fox Valley last Friday.
Bush photos by Christine Beaderstadt
Kerry photos by Reid Stratton
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Letter to the editor
This past week, we were gifted
with the opportunity to Have John
Kerry come to Appleton, and espe
cially to Lawrence. There was a lot
of behind the scenes work that
most of the 10,000 people who
showed up to Alexander Gym
never saw. From the secret service
advance team, to the Kerry
Staffers, there
were lots o f peo
ple working over
tim e to m ake sure
e v ery th in g w ent
smoothly. There is
on e person who
m ost Law rence peo
ple do not know w ho
had a m ajor role in all o f this, and
sh ou ld be com m en d ed for his
work.
Steve Blodget is the head o f
the Public Affairs departm ent for
LU. H e was the point m an in
every sense o f the w ord last week,
an d
th e
en tire
L aw rence
C om m unity ow es him gratitude
for all that he did to m ake sure
everything w ent smoothly. H e w as
the K erry C a m p a ign s m ain con 
tact, and he was m y first and main

contact about how this would
unfold from a student’s point of
view. He was very patient while I
asked him a slew of obvious ques
tions, and he helped get things
accomplished that seemed unlike
ly days earlier.
Not only was
he doing this, but
he is also a major
figure in planning
and pulling off Flail
festival, and sever
al different con
certs that hap
pened last week
end as well. He was working long
days, and long nights, but was
always there to call me back, or to
meet with me when it was needed.
He did a fantastic job from the
Monday before up to and after the
event Friday night, and for this I
would like to publicly thank him,
and the rest of his staff in this edi
torial.
—Andy York
President,
Lawrence University
College Dems

A lack of debate Kerry

continued from page 3

William Dalsen
Opinion* and Editorial* Editor

Americans today are afflicted by a
lack of debate, primarily because we
do not debate effectively. Despite the
claims of most politicians, pundits, and
members of the media, the tongue-incheek proclamation of cookie-cutter
positions does little to weigh compet
ing ideas, and it is my purpose to
demonstrate why.
Disagreement is not debate; it is
the beginning of it. Debate entails a
clash between opposing ideas, not
merely their voicing. Debate is not
character assassination; it is the dis
cussion, evaluation, and weighing of
comprehensive arguments given in
support of each respective position on
a given issue in light of our values and
goals.
Typically, "debates" between indi
viduals never reach this point: people
tend to react poorly to a position inim
ical to their own and become too irri
tated to make much sense, even if
their own position is entirely flawed
because of objective reasons (illogical
arguments, false assumptions, and so
on).

Blood on the floor
in Oshkosh
Dan Holbrook
Copy Chief

Last Sunday in Oshkosh, Senator
Feingold faced off against Tim Michels,
the foredoomed Republican challenger.
Sick o f the meaningless choreography
o f the presidential debates, a promi
nent College Republican and I drove
down to watch.
Knowing that the race isn't tight,
Feingold was able to loosen up and
speak his mind. Which gave this
exchange a completely different tone
than the televised
presidential
debates, there was humor, irony, wit.
And then there was Michels, who
proved himself a competent straw
man. I felt sorry for the guy, what with
his stilted speeches and bizarre tan
gents to familiar talking points.
As a wishy-washy moderate, I was
appalled. Michels was wishy-washy, all
right, but only in the sense that he
seemed not to know what he was talk
ing about. Not in the good sense. Not in
my sense.
For example, I learned that
Wisconsin farmers and manufacturers
are agitating for free trade. Yes Tim,
there's nothing American farmers
would like more than to compete with
foreign agriculture on a level playing
field.
Michels also opposes U.S. inter
vention in Sudan, citing cost.
The Democratic candidate and
only senator to vote against to USA
PATRIOT Act came out stronger on
almost every issue — even foreign pol

icy and free trade, a sure sign that
Oshkosh had passed through a vortex
to some sort of bizarro world. A former
lawyer and impressive debater,
Feingold's only obvious slip-up was his
use o f the word "terrendous," an
apparent conflation of "terrific" and
'tremendous.''
When not emphasizing his realworld experience, Michels attacked
Feingold for not doing enough as a sen
ator, noting that "I voted against that"
is not a valid excuse. Each candidate
was also careful to bring a standard
scare tactic to the debate: Feingold
threatened the audience with more
terrorist attacks, while Michels trotted
out George Soros, the thinking
Republican's bogeyman o f choice.
Feingold played up his bipartisan
reputation, reminding the audience of
an initiative he undertook with conser
vative senator Jesse Helms to deny
China "most favored nation" status: "I
went together with Jesse Helms on
that bill! There were very few HelmsFeingold bills!"
Desperately trying to turn his
opponent's bipartisanship into a liabil
ity, Michels pointed out some unpopu
lar stances o f Arizona senator John
McCain.
"Sometimes," noted the incum
bent, to audience titters and one veter
an's boo, "people forget that my first
name isn’t McCain. "
All in all, it was a good debate. My
friend and I were rolling our eyes and
stifling laughter throughout the
debate, as it became increasingly clear

The C ask o f A m ontillado
by E d ga r A lien F\h*
S eria l In sta llm en t IX o f th is p u b lic d om a in c la s sic o f A m erica n litera tu re
"IJgh! ugh! ugh! -ugh! ugh! ugh! -u g h ! ugh! ugh! - ugh! ugh! ugh! -u g h ! ugh! ugh!"
M y poor friend found it im possible to reply for m any minutes.
"It is nothing.' he said, at last.
"Com e," I said, with decision, "w e will g o back; y ou r health is precious. You are rich, respected,
adm ired, beloved; you are happy, as once I was. You are a man to be missed. For me it is no matter. We
will g o hack; you will be ill, and

1 cannot be responsible. Besides, there is Luchresi

"Enough." he said; "the cough's a m ere nothing; it will not kill me. I shall not die of a cough."
’True — true," I replied; "and, indeed, I had no intention of alarming you unnecessarily -b u t you
should use all proper caution. A draught of this Medoc will defend us from the damps.”
E n d In sta llm e n t IX o f XXXI11
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Perhaps more importantly, it
seems that formalized "debates" never
fulfill the above goals either. Why is
this?
Part of the problem stems from
our glorification of opinion. People
seem to think that they are entitled to
hold opinions regardless o f how
flawed, inexplicable, inconsistent, or
absurd they are, but this doesn’t make
much sense.
Failure to accept a common sys
tem of how to make an argument —
namely, one involving logic and facts
— will lead us nowhere, and we there
fore need to accept a system even if
that means making our own view

points vulnerable to attack.
Some arguments aren t argu
ments at all. For example, "Bush is
stupid" is not an argument. I highly
doubt that those who say this mean to
say that Bush fulfills a certain set of
criteria, the fulfillment of which is suf
ficient to show that his intellectual
powers are congruent with the mean
ing of the pejorative term "stupid.”
Maybe they don't like Bush, or they
think that he is wrong; if so, they
should argue that, and not simply
spew the currently favored partisan
rhetoric.
Another part of the problem are
the assumptions we make during the
course of an argument. The above
paragraph may have suggested to you
that I am a Bush supporter; you may
have assumed that simply because I
did not use Kerry in my example. If
you have made this assumption, you
are like most people; and like most
people, you would be wrong.
We tend to think that disagreeing
with a particular position places us in
the opposite camp, but this is not nec
essarily the case. No political party
holds a monopoly on the truth, and we
cannot be so absolutist in our political
dispositions as to leave no room
between the extremes.
There is not enough room here to
go through every fallacy one can fall
into over the course of a debate. These
problems are not liberal or conserva
tive in nature, but rather with the way
we converse, regardless of our view
points.
Until we better grasp the tech
niques for rigorous arguments, it does
not seem that we will fully understand
one another; and until we understand
each other, the process of the clash and
resolution of ideas that is so important
to the continuation of our country can
not take place.

Make your vote count
Betsy Winter

www.johnkerry.com,
For Th0 U w natuH
www.georgewbush.com,
and
www.votenader.org.
Television and radio com
There are several ways to
mercials, website banners, and register if you have not already
the friendly people walking done so. You can log on to your
around with clipboards have all hometown or home county's
been reminding us to vote, and website, or you can go to vari
there are several ways to go ous other sites. Two of the more
about registering.
popular ones among college stu
If you are already registered dents and young adults are
in your hometown,
www. r oc kyou should have an UTwo of the more popular
t hevot e. c om
absentee
ballot.
a
n
d
Follow the simple sites among college students www.chooseorinstructions and and young adults are
lo8e.com.
To
send it back; it www.rockthevote.com and
find out about
doesn't cost you a
a party's plat
www.chooseorlose.com. W
thing. You can
form and reg
obtain an absentee
ister at the
ballot from your hometown same
site,
visit
either
clerk or county auditor's office. www.democrats.org
or
Just make sure you meet your www.gop.com.
state's request deadline.
If you register at your
To those of you who have Lawrence address, be sure to
not registered to vote: what are cancel
your
registration
you waiting for? For most of us,
address from your hometown. It
this is the first presidential
is against the law to be regis
election we’ll be able to vote in.
tered in two places at the same
Unfamiliarity with candidates time. Voting twice is a felony
is no excuse. Take advantage of and could you could pay a hefty
the newspapers in your hall
fine or serve time.
and catch up on what each can
If you are not registered to
didate stands for.
vote at all, go to the Appleton
The internet is also a good city clerk's office at 100 N.
source for information on each Appleton St. and register your
candidate's platform. Some
Lawrence
address.
Visit
good
sources
include www.appleton.org for more
www.nytimes.com and the top information. And remember,
candidates'
own
pages: your vote counts!

shows someone was being clever on
the bus ride from Sheboygan: "I
understand that this is the home
town of Harry Houdini. Well, that's
fitting ... because not even Harry
Houdini could hide the mistakes of
this administration."
Those who follow politics would
not have been particularly sur
prised by the message of his speech.
On the international front, Kerry
once again promoted multilateral
ism and cooperation with other
nations, stating, "The U.S. is
strongest when it has friends and
allies at its side."
President Bush had asked dur
ing the debates how Kerry could
ask for allies at the same time that
he calls the war "the wrong war at
the wrong time." Perhaps in
response to that, Kerry said that
"Just because George Bush can't
[spread out the U.S. burden in Iraq]
doesn't mean that it can't be done."
The balance of the speech dealt
with the Bush tax cut. Saying that
take-home pay for the top one per
cent of wage-earning families is the
highest since 1929, Kerry's cadence
grew more forceful as he promised
the crowd, "When I'm president of
the United States of America,
nobody's going to have to kick me in
the rear ... to remind me that I'm
the champion of the middle class."
K erry's calls for a raise in the
m inim um wage, recom m itm ent to
equal pay for w om en, a $4,000 tax
credit for fam ilies o f college stu
dents, and a rise in federal Perkins
loans drew vocal responses from
youn ger m em bers o f the crowd.
A fter outlining his plans for
giving "the sam e healthcare m em 
bers o f Congress receive" to all
Am ericans, Kerry turned to sci
ence, using a recent conversation
he had with the late Christopher
Reeves ju st tw o w eeks ago to argue
for the im portance o f em bryonic
stem cell research.

'We're going to do stem cell
research that started here at the
University of Wisconsin," Kerry
said. This time it was the students,
and not the townies, who wondered
if Kerry was sure where he was.
As his speech wound to a close,
confetti cannons loomed off to the
sides, threatening a boom, and
boom they did ... for minutes, con
fetti sprayed into the air as Bruce
Springsteen's "No Surrender"
blared on the speakers. As Kerry
worked the crowd, Secret Service
agents corralled onlookers to clear
out his exit path. And, after the
throngs squeezed through the exits,
a giant, damp field full of pro-Kerry
signs (some in Packer colors) and
minutes worth of confetti emissions
were left for volunteers.
Several Lawrentians volun
teered through Lawrence's VSCS.
Their jobs included corralling press,
distributing signs, distributing
more signs, assisting the handi
capped, and — of course, some
body's got to do it — clean-up.
O ne volunteer, Susan Stainton,
50, o f Appleton, was m ore than
happy to do the gruntw ork to keep
the event running smoothly, and
em p h a sized
that ev en ts like
Friday's rally are a crucial part o f
the dem ocratic process.
"In all my years of voting, no
election has been more important

than this one. It is especially impor
tant to volunteer in this election,"
Stanton said, adding that volun
teers are "the face of the election."
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STAFF EDITORIAL

The Decline of LUCC
Student government is perhaps starting to decline. The
shabby results of the recent LUCC elections are unprecedented:
only nine of the fourteen available representative positions were
filled, and each election was uncontested. LUCC has barely
enough representatives to fill the Finance Committee (which
funds every student organization), and the LUCC President, fail
ing to appoint members the other committees this last spring,
has hardly any resources to do the work of student government.
LUCC began as a great experiment; is it nearing its end?
The utter lack of interest and the poor leadership in student
government leads us to this question: What is the point of hav
ing government if no one is willing to govern? We could just have
a bureaucracy that would distribute funds as it saw fit, without
debate, without question, and without accountability; the
process would be streamlined for maximum efficiency and mini
mum fairness, and we students would need not bother with com
munity matters. We could stop fussing with democracy and quo
rums and let the university administration be our guide.
Perhaps this is not what we want. Maybe we ought not suf
fer a blind trust of administrators and attribute to them an
undeserved and unquestionable infallibility; maybe we should
not abdicate the power given to us to influence university policy;
maybe we should realize that we are students and as such are
trained to question, and the very training so masterfully provid
ed by our university can also be used to change it. But if none of
this matters, then student government is nothing more than a
Potemkin Village wherein our apathy resides.
We need to have a conversation about taking responsibility
for our community. LUCC is a unique entity: it is rare that a
university faculty will allow students so many opportunities to
participate in governing non-curricular matters. But if taking
this kind of responsibility in our community is worthless to us,
then we should relinquish it; if we value it, however, then it is
high time to act on our responsibilities before we lose them.

PHOTO P O LL:
If hhi couki ask Senator John Kern
one question, what w tH il d it be?

St. and prom ptly ran out o f the
building h a lf dressed, yelling at a
fellow student across the road and
alarm ing a few old w om en. The

ter others to vote, have no interest
in helping m e plan Election D ay
activities and had nothing to do
w ith all the debate w atching parties
w e have hosted. 1 am honored that
th e first tim e th e R epu blican s
decided to show their faces this elec
tion year that it w as at a rally that

rum ors w ere tru e; the C ollege
Republicans had been donated the
parking lot across from Alexander

I helped plan. I do not, however,
respect their decision to fundraise
in such an u n d er

by the ow ner o f the telem ar
keting firm locat
ed in the adja
cen t b u ildin g so

han ded w ay th at
when an old w om an
in a w alker discov
ered
w h ere
the
m oney the parking
fees w ere going to
she w as late to the
rally b ecau se she
felt that it w as more im portant to
w arn incom ing drivers about the
Republicans' schem e than to see

th at th ey m igh t
sell as m any park
in g spaces as possi
ble to unsuspecting
dem ocrats
as
a
fundraiser. It w as not
the fact th at the Republicans w ere
m aking m on ey o ff an event that I,
as
th e
V ice
P resid en t
of
P rogra m m in g for th e C ollege
D em ocrats had helped plan that
w as so unnerving. I ran out o f the
b u ildin g h alf-n ak ed to scream
about the fact th at those paying for
parking spots had no idea w here
there m oney w as going to.
A s a loud-m outhed dem ocrat, I
w ould have rather w alked miles
then pay ten dollars for a prim e
parking spot i f I had know n that m y
m oney was going to support all that
I stand against. I respect the right
o f others to fundraise. I even respect

A ssistan t L ayout E ditor:
C leo Slau ghter
"Why wasn’t your rally inside ?"
—Siri Hellerman

the right o f the College Republicans
to fundraise at one o f ou r events,
even though these are the sam e
people w ho refused to help us regis

fiscal corruption

w
"W ho would win in a fight: Mike
Tyson, or a cheetah?"
-A le x Week
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Post-Crescent
C a m p u s A d v is o r :
Paul Shrode
“W ho are you voting tor in
November?”
-Patrick Ehlers

I’d like specifics on what he’d do in
Iraq. What I’ve heard so far is very
vague."
—Professor Ruth Lanouettc

E D IT O R IA L P O L IC Y :
E ditorial policy is d eter
m ined by the editor. A n y o p in 
ions w hich app ear u n sign ed
are th ose o f th e m a jority o f The
Law rentians e d itoria l board.
L etters to th e e d ito r are
w elcom e and en cou ra ged . T he
editor reserves the righ t to e d it
for style and space. L etters
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lication.

— The Lawrentian reserves the

"Do you think George W. Bush’s
accent is for real!"
-M s. Donnie Sendelbach

right to prin t any sub m ission s
received a fter th e above d ea d 
line a nd to edit ea ch su b m is
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— K ass Kuehl

Letter to the editor
A ffa ir s

C opy C hief:
Dan H olbrook
A ssistan t Copy E ditor:
Julia R obinson

w orth one's integrity? M ore im por
tantly, is it worth risking som e one
else's?T h e College Republicans and
College D em ocrats on this cam pus
are in existence to advance the can
didates and issues deem ed im por

age the C ollege R epu b lican s to
donate the six hundred dollars gen
erated so deceitfully to an organiza
tion their party supports in ending

E d i t o r in C h ie f:
Peter G illette

L a y o u t E d it o r :
C orin H ow land

John K erry speak.
Is a six-hundred dollar profit

tant by our national parties. A nd in
the spirit o f the punishm ent fitting
the crime, I w ould strongly encour

L awrentian
M a n a g in g E d i t o r :
Am y Siebels

Letter to the editor
W h ile g ettin g ready for the
K erry rally last Friday I peeked out
the bedroom w indow o f m y Blue
Box apartm ent on East South River

T h e

L e t's m a k e a sim ila r e ffo rt to g e t
o u t th e v o te on N o v e m b e r 2nd.

D e m o c ra ts, a n d th e m a n y v o lu n 
te e r s w h o m a d e J o h n K e rry 's

— R on T an k
P r o fe s s o r E m e ritu s o f

v is it to th e ca m p u s a su ccess.

G e o lo g y

The o p in io n s e x p re s s e d in th e s e e d ito ria ls are th o s e o f th e s tu 
d e n ts, fa c u lty , and c o m m u n ity m e m b e rs w h o s u b m itte d th e m .
A ll fa c ts are as p ro v id e d by th e a u th o rs . The Lawrentian d o e s
n o t e n d o rs e a n y o p in io n s p ie ce e x c e p t fo r th e s ta ff e d ito ria l,
w h ic h re p re s e n ts a m a jo rity o f th e e d ito ria l b o a rd . The
Lawrentian w e lc o m e s e v e ry o n e to s u b m it th e ir o w n o p in io n s
u s in g th e p a ra m e te rs o u tlin e d in th e m a s th e a d .

— G u est e d itoria ls m ay be
arran ged by co n ta ctin g the
editor in ch ie f or th e ed itoria ls
ed itor in adva n ce o f th e pu b 
lish in g date.
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Make Your Mark makes marks
E Q

R e id Stratton
Arts A Entertainment Editor

Last Tuesday the Wriston Art
Collective sponsored a collaborative
art event called "Leave Your Mark”
in the Wriston amphitheatre. The
project basically consisted of a big
canvas and a bunch of paint.
Students of all disciplines were
encouraged to add a little to the
painting between the hours of 10
a.m. and 4 p.m.
According to Cora Schroeder,
treasurer of WAC, the goal of the
project was to "get the student body

involved in a collaborative piece,
encourage students to take risks
with art, and have a good time. A
project like this also allows WAC to
have more of a presence on cam
pus."
By all accounts, the project was
very successful. Says Schroeder,
"although the weather may have
hindered attendance, I am please
with the results. There were at least
25 students, not part of our organi
zation, that helped paint the piece.
Jason Youngblood kept coming back
to draw more on the final layer.
Apparently he couldn't get enough."
The finished piece will be dis

played in the Mudd Gallery as part
of the next exhibit. The entire
exhibit, in fact, will be juried by
WAC. After that, WAC hopes to be
able to hang the piece in Riverview
Lounge.
Future WAC projects include
collaborating with SOUP to deco
rate snowpeople all over campus,
hosting a student art sale, and per
haps even creating an even larger
mural in the spring.
The Wriston Art Collective
meets every Tuesday at noon in the
Wriston 2-D studio. An art or art
history major is not required for
attendance; all are welcome.
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The final result of Make Your Mark will hang in the Mudd Gallery,

NO GUESSING

Res Hall

NO UNCERTAINTY

Film s found at
your dorm’s desk
by Reid Stratton

(THAT'S WHAT MIDTERMS ARE FOR)

Arts A Entertainment Editor

Waking Life
(animated) (2003)
R u n n i n g T im e : 99 min.
S ta rs: voice
of Wiley

Wiggins
F ou n d at: Trever

An animated film that could
not be further from a Disney
movie, it follows a nameless
main character through a
series
of
tableaus.
Discussing everything from
evolution to death to percep
tion, it is mostly dealing with
dreams in some respect. In
fact, the film appears to be
one big dream, though we
begin to suspect that life
might be one big dream any
way.
C om m ents: Unfortunately,

this film is more or less inde
scribable. The movie is an
animator’s dream, with
many different and quickly
changing styles of animation

Dependable service. Simple plans. That's what we're for.
250 Text m essages
a month for 2 m onths

that may make you queasy
at first. Before long though,
you will see that the anima
tion styles change to match
each new character that we
meet; the animation style
becomes part o f each charac
ter's personality. The content
o f the movie is very difficult,
dealing with very heavy sub
jects. Don’t let this scare you,
though. This movie will help
you to ask some of those
hard questions about life
and death and everything
else. Each character pre
sents his or her own view o f
the world, and the viewer
gets to sort it all out in the
end, which creates a place to
begin thinking for oneself.
Be warned, you may need to
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see this movie two or three
times to be satisfied. A
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Rob Beck: A first look at LU’s ‘First Man’
Reid Stratton
A rt* and Entertainment Editor

Rob Beck is more than just the husband of
the president of our university. He is an
extremely accomplished scholar in his own
right, and has held positions at seven institu
tions of higher education. He has been awarded
numerous grants for his research in the field of
education, and has been widely published in
books and periodicals.
Robert Beck's latest appointment is right
here at Lawrence, as visiting professor of edu
cation. He also continues to hold his appoint
ment at the University of California at Irvine.
He will spend a portion of his time this year
back in California completing research on the
use of technology to develop teachers' skills.
Beck grew up in New York City as the son of
a watchmaker. He moved to Hollywood later in
his childhood, and so, as Beck says, "I've always
been a bicoastal person, right from the begin
ning." Beck spent his undergraduate years at
the University of Chicago, majoring in the tuto
rial program there, an option relatively unique
to U of C. Because Beck passed out of many
courses in his first year at the University of
Chicago, he was recommended to spend time
working with tutors learning educational and
theory and practice.
In his bachelor's essay, Beck studied the
psychology of legal competency, which is basi
cally howjudges find whether or not someone is
able to differentiate enough between good and
bad to serve in court. His essay also researched
the psychology of legal examination.

Though Beck considered law school for some decided he had to meet her, so he made his way
time, he eventually realized it was "kind of a into the cast party and introduced himself. Rob
fanciful
idea.”
and Jill married the
Instead,
Beck
next year.
traveled in Europe
From there Beck
after graduation,
taught in the School
developing
his
of Architecture at
love of language.
the Universit'e de
After coming back
Montreal. After that
to the States, Beck
came
the
City
went back to the
College in New York,
followed by research
University
of
positions
at
Chicago to conduct
Southern Methodist
his master's and
University and the
doctoral work in
University
of
the field of human
California, Irvine.
development.
He was named assis
After receiving
tant professor at UChis Ph.D., Beck
Irvine in 1999.
took his first col
Now that Beck is
lege-level teaching
position at Clark
at Lawrence, he is
University
in
ready to begin imple
Massachusetts.
menting a few of his
His first appoint
ideas both on- and
ment was actually
off-campus.
Beck
in the School of
wants
to
see
Geography teach
Lawrence
more
ing environmental
closely tied to the
psychology.
Appleton school dis
photo by Alex Fairchild
It was during
trict, which includes
Visiting Professor of Education Robert Beck moved to
his time at Clark
encouraging more
Appleton with his wife Jill this past July.
that Beck first met
LU students to
Jill. She was danc
work with Appleton
ing as the lead in a performance when Rob Beck students and making sure that Lawrence stu
first saw his future wife. Upon seeing her, Beck dents are recognized for their efforts in pro

grams such as LARY. Beck would like to offer a
tutorial this year that will help students exam
ine their beliefs through writing and reflection,
creating teachers who are able to deal with
their prejudices.
Beck also plans to implement a program in
Appleton schools that he began in California, in
which young students use photography to devel
op "students' moral and linguistic competencies
in communicating the many meanings of
peace." The program has enjoyed great success
in deepening students' vocabulary while foster
ing creativity and critical thinking.
Of course, Beck has plenty of responsibili
ties outside the classroom, too. As the husband
of Lawrence's president, Robert Beck has cer
tain social responsibilities. This includes
attending all manner of functions, fundraisers,
and dinners, and meeting with alumni. It is the
latter responsibility that has had the biggest
impact on Beck thus far. "Discovering the
incredible dedication alumni have for LU," says
Beck, "has been one of my best experiences so
far. Coming from Irvine, seeing alumni that are
so dedicated was a surprise."
Other favorite Lawrence experiences
include seeing Jill Beck's first matriculation
convocation and visiting Bjorklunden, a place
Beck describes as having "enormous potential."
More than anything, Robert Beck wants to
become as deeply involved in Lawrence as pos
sible. Both in and out of the classroom, Beck has
already dedicated himself to improving our lib
eral arts education and improving ties to the
community. For these reasons and more, he is a
welcome addition to the Lawrence community.

Michael May: the Mudd’s goto man Individualized education
highlighted for trustees
Cory Robertson
Staff W riter

Who#
do jfou
^ w

aliH day
by Betsy Winter
fo r The Lewreatien

Meet Michael May, the interlibrary loan and circulation assistant
in the Mudd Library. All those times
you've needed something that our
library doesn't have, May searched
until you got it. When your professor
had you look up something on elec
tronic reserve, May might have put it
there for you.
While at East Illinois University
in Charleston, May majored in philos
ophy and minored in history. Before
coming to Lawrence, May had a very
similar job at the Sterling Public
Library in northwest Illinois.
Almost four years ago, in February
of 2001, May and his wife moved to the
Fox Cities. Ready for a move and to
continue Michael's education, the
Mays thought Wisconsin was an excel
lent choice. Currently May is enrolled
at the UW-Milwaukee in the Distance
Education program, taking two classes
online.
Have you ever wondered what
kind of things the inter-library depart
ment does? If the Mudd does not have
the piece of information you are look
ing for, there are many ways to get it.
It may be overseas, it may across the

country, but more than likely another

photo by Amy Siebels

Michael May can help you find a book when Lawrence doesn’t own it.

library in Wisconsin has it.
Though we have a pretty exten
sive collection at the Mudd, there are
some things we need to borrow. The
library lends or borrows 400-500 items
each year, but we tend to lend more
than we borrow.
How easy is it to get on the library
website and point and click your way
to an e-reserve a professor asked you
to look at? Getting that article avail
able on e-reserve isn't always as easy
might seem. May says they have to ask
permission to post some articles and
sometimes there is even a fee. I asked
him whether or not they have to think
twice when something requires a fee.
He answered that they evaluate
whether it would be a better invest
ment to simply buy the book for the
library's future reference. But more
often than not the requested fee is rea
sonable.
Outside of his work in the Mudd,

May, his wife, and their two-year-old
occasionally like to watch the Packer
games. May also says that even
though he doesn't have much time to
read anything other than what is
required for his classes, his favorite
kinds of books are American literature
and nonfiction. For May, it’s hard to
pick just one book as a favorite. Some
titles he did mention were "Dark Star
Safari" by Paul Theroux and "On the
Road" by Jack Kerouac.
Like most employees here at
Lawrence, May's favorite part of his
job is helping students and faculty.
May says it's very rewarding to see
someone publish something citing a
piece of information that he helped
get. Even if what he helps students
obtain is not for something like a
research paper, May says he likes to
find media for Lawrentians that they
have been waiting for and enjoy get
ting.

Thursday, Oct. 14, the Board of
Trustees was introduced to President
Beck's perception of individualized
instruction, the same idea that was
introduced to the student body at the
first convocation of the year. In a panel
discussion with the board, Lawrence
faculty and students spoke about their
personal experiences with professor-tostudent interaction. They told stories
that were "exciting, but not exception
al," according to Dean of Faculty
Kathleen Murray, who emphasized
that individualized instruction is "per
haps the defining feature of a
Lawrence education."
Professors Eilene Hoft-March and
John Brandenberger both identified
the senior capstone project as a
momentous instance of individualized
instruction.
Brandenberger flunks the project
should be a requirement for all
Lawrence students. It would mark the
completion of a Lawrence education
just as freshman studies marks the
commencement. "Such a program
would be Lawrence University's flag
ship," said the professor. 'It's not going
to be cheap, but it's going to be very
healthy for this college."
Hoft-March described the work
ings of the senior capstone project in
the French department. She said the
project is "independently tailored" and
is formulated in a highly interactive
seminar that allows students to pursue
any aspect of a common theme chosen
by the group.
This kind of interaction with grad
uating seniors, Hoft-March said, is "our
last and best chance to send out into
the world people of whose thinking we
are proud and confident in."

Lawrence students also spoke
about the benefits of individualized
instruction. Junior Dana Raugi said

that she became involved in research
at Lawrence "earlier than I would have
imagined possible." As a result of the
research she did with Professor David
Hall and a small group of students
when she was a freshman, Raugi devel
oped specialized skills that helped her
obtain an internship at the Mullins lab
at the University ofWashington, where
she has worked during the past two
summers. She has also been offered a
full time job there after graduation.
Sophomore Paris Brown spoke on
the importance of individualized
instruction in the conservatory. She
then talked about the Gates
Millennium Scholars program, which
—• in addition to facilitating group
activities for minority students — pairs
students with faculty mentors. Brown
said this "strong support system" has
helped her feel comfortable being her
self at Lawrence.
Another presentation featured a
coaching session between Professor
Tim Troy and acting student Brendan
Marshall-Rashid. The session, in which
Marshall-Rashid performed a comic
monologue from "The Tempest" and
then responded to Troy's comments,
served as a live example of individual
ized instruction. Troy explained that
the session was a chance to demon
strate the "back and forth" dialogue
between director and actor that takes
place and forms a finished product
through "layer upon layer" of studentteacher interaction.
The trustees, according to
President Beck, reacted enthusiastical
ly to the discussion. "There was great
energy in the room after the faculty
and student presentations," said Beck.
The information presented to the
trustees led to discussion of how indi
vidualized instruction could be further
supported. Faculty members agree that
an emphasis on individualized instruc

tion could increase Lawrence's recruit
ment, retenticm, and reputation.
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LU choirs feature African-American music

Meghan McCallum
Staff w riter

This Friday, Oct. 22, the
Lawrence University choirs will
give a concert titled "An
American Story (A Celebration of
Life)." Richard Bjella, Phillip
Swan, and special guest Brazeal
Dennard will conduct. The con
cert will include performances
from the chorale, Collegium
Musicum, men’s choir, women's
choir, concert choir, and the com
bined choir.
Samantha Gibb, freshman
women's choir member, said that
the choirs have been preparing

for this concert since they first
started auditions around the first
week of classes.
"My favorite song," Gibb said,
"Is 'There is a Balm in Gilead.'
It's a ballad piece with pretty
harmonies and good soloists."
According to Bjella, the con
cert's theme is African-American
composers and poets. Most of the
pieces are spirituals and gospel
songs.
Two of Dennard's own
arrangements will be performed
in the concert. The first, "Hush!
Somebody’s Callin' my Name,"
will be performed by the men's
choir. The combined choir will

perform the second, called "Great
Day."
Another highlight of the con
cert, Bjella said, is the premiere
performance of "The Heart of a
Woman," a blues song which was
composed by Leslie Adams and
will be performed by the concert
choir.
Valerie Raedy, a freshman in
women's choir, said that her
favorite song in the concert is "To
My Girls," based on a series of
poems by the African-American
poet Lucille Clifton.
"The altos have a really inter
esting part and the harmonies
are great. I really like the final

chords at the end, too," she said.
Raedy also said that "Dance
Ablaze," derived from poems by
Minnesota writer Jody Kristine
Johnson, is an "awesome" song.
According to Gibb, the
women's choir has roughly 40
members. All together, said
Bjella, the choirs comprise about
180 Lawrence students. The
women's choir and concert choir
both practice four times per week
and the chorale practices twice a
week.
"I'm very excited about the
concert," Bjella said. All are wel
come to see the LU choirs at 8:00
tonight in the Chapel.

Exhibit in Beck home showcases Lawrence art
Sarah Buckley
Staff W riter

Last Thursday, I was able to
go where students have rarely
gone before. I bundled myself up
in my scarf and hat and trekked
across
College
Avenue
to
President Beck’s house. If I had
been asked to go there for any
other reason, I might have been
nervous, but instead I was looking
forward to seeing the new art
exhibit displayed in her home,
with works by both students and
faculty.
The
brightly lit house,
adorned with various paintings
and sculptures of different shapes

and colors, offered a warm alter
native to the cold Wisconsin
weather outside. I stepped into
her home and was immediately
greeted by the president herself
as well as various trustees and
Lawrence art professors.
*
They began showing me the
works of art on display, and I
began to feel as though I were
taking a tour in an actual art
museum. The art pieces, they
explained, would be rotated about
twice a year and would serve the
purpose of demonstrating to
trustees and other visitors the
incredible
capabilities
that
Lawrence students have.
"This artwork captures the

essence of what it means to excel
at a liberal arts university," art
professor Joe D'Uva explained to
me excitedly.
Professor Rob Nielson made
one of the most impressive works
on display, entitled "Self-Portrait
as a Cartoon Prop." It is a sculp
ture in the shape of a bomb with
his face imprinted into the front,
and a rope attached to it with a
wood base. Neilson admitted that
he loves making images of him
self incorporated into inanimate
objects, and was inspired to create
this piece by the popular cartoon
image of a "bad guy with a bomb."
Another interesting piece was
created in 2000 by Melissa

Kozlik, a student double majoring
in art and biology. She called it
"Desire," and it features five
black-and-white prints of various
leaves and paper taken with an
electron microscope. "The blackand-white print really brings the
texture out and demonstrates a
person's ability to combine differ
ent disciplines creatively," said
D’Uva.
Creativity, I learned that
evening, is the key to becoming a
successful artist, regardless of
what form it takes. Even if you
know nothing about art (like this
reporter), it still serves the pur
pose of inspiring one's inner pas
sions and creativity.

0h 0ystein!

THETRUTHIS_

in most local job listings, this deci
sion basically meant that Baadsvik
would spend the next two years
relentlessly practicing, earning very
Last week the conservatory little money. However, after win
hosted a rather unusual performer.
ning two prizes at the renowned
The students in attendance at Concours International d'Execution
Harper Hall on Wednesday were Musicale in Geneva, he had enough
treated to the curiously beautiful
money to record his first solo CD.
sounds of world-renowned tubist This recording, after receiving won0 y s t e i n
d e r f u 1
Baadsvik.
reviews
For most of
worldwide,
us, solo tuba
launched his
music is not
name onto
taking up much
the interna
space in our
tional music
iTunes folder.
scene.
Baadsvik is one
Today,
of the few solo
Baadsvik
tuba players to
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have ever made
one of the
a career of it, let
world's
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greatest tuba
international
players. He
acclaim.
has
pre
Baadsvik's
miered more
photo by Reid Stratton
childhood con
than
30
sisted of little World-renowned tubist 0ystein Baadsvik
works from
more than hard charmed the crowd Wednesday in a perfor composers
work and an mance in Harper Hall.
around the
unwavering
world, invented and developed new
dedication to his music. He began extended techniques for the instru
his musical career at the age of 10 ment, and has even accompanied
as a young euphonium player in such big name musicians as Chick
Norway, switching to tuba when he Corea and James Brown Jr. He has
was 15. At 18 he won the even signed a five-record contract
Norwegian national solo competi with the BIS record label, and the
tion, and as a student in Norway, first record, "Tuba Carnival," sold
and later Sweden, he played with out within six days of its first print
many prominent orchestras. After ing. Who knows, perhaps the world
playing for two years in the is ready for something besides the
Norrkopling Symphony Orchestra violin concerti and piano sonatas
in Sweden, 0ystein decided he was that seem to rule in concert halls
fed up with belting out bass lines around the world. If so, it’s men like
from the back row and that he was 0ystein Baadsvik that will make
by nature a soloist.
sure we have something refreshing
However, since solo tubist is not ly new and different to turn to

Paul Karner

Staff W riter
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Brad
Lindert
Rock Colum nist

I Got My Name
From Rock and Roll

Real Gone,
Real Good
On Dec. 7, Tom Waits will
turn 55 years old. Despite his
age, he is cooler than most peo
ple our age. He is a veritable
dictionary of one-liners and
half-truths. He's made a career
out of a gravel voice and a trashcan wit that never goes out of
style. And he has just released
his 19th album, "Real Gone."
Unlike most musicians, who
release steadily worse albums
as they age (look at the Rolling
Stones, Elvis Costello, and Bob
Dylan), Waits never seems to
fail. His last two releases,
"Alice" and "Blood Money," con
tained two different sides of
Waits. "Alice" relived his '70s
jazz-folk while giving new struc
tures to songs. "Blood Money"
saw Waits barking bleak lyrics
of over marimba-led jungle
beats.
With "Real Gone" we see
Waits taking new structures to
old styles of songs; just look at
the crashing shift in "Shake it
Baby." And he increases his
interest in percussion rather
than melody. This is the first
album by Waits where piano is
nowhere to be found; instead
shakers, vocal percussion, and
drums provide the backbone of
the song.
Really, you need this album.
One of my favorite songs of the
year has to be "Hoist That Rag."
Lyrics like "God used me as his
hammer boys / to beat his weary
drum today" and "the sun is up,
the world is flat / damn good
address for a rat" seem to fall
over the intoxicating muted lead
guitar and trashcan rhythm.
With this song I picture old
Waits in the middle of a field
doing his own distorted rain
dance.
Another crown jewel of this
record would have to be the ten
minute song "Sins of the
Father", but the main reason
that this album is one of the
best of the year comes from the
closer: "Day After Tomorrow."
The vocal percussion is nowhere
to be found and we are left with
a heartbreaking tale of a soldier
who wishes he were back home
in "Rockford town / up by the
Wisconsin border." The soldier
doesn't see the reason to fight
the war he is in because "they
fill us full of lies, everyone buys
/ 'bout what it means to / be a
soldier."
The soldier also raises the
good point: "you can't deny, the
other side / don't want to die
anymore / then we do, what I'm
trying to say is don't they pray /
to the same God that we do?"
But for some reason (the gov
ernment maybe?) he worries
that he won't be home soon, say
ing "Were just gravel on the
road / and only the lucky ones
come / home, on the day after
tomorrow."
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Get to know the man on the box: Robert Debbaut
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Kat Deas
Staff W riter

This Saturday night at 8 marks the first
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra concert of the year
— and the induction of new orchestra conductor,
Professor Robert Debbaut, to the Lawrence com
munity. The program includes works by Wagner,
Griffes, Tchaikovsky, and Haydn. Professor John
Daniel will perform as guest soloist in the Haydn
"Concerto for Trumpet."
Debbaut certainly has a long list of creden
tials behind him, but belowyou will find the more
personal side ofour new orchestra conductor. Here
is our Lawrentian Debbaut interview.

Lawrentian: What compelled you to become
such an immensely knowledgeable aficionado of
history?

describe or define music.
Certainly, there are those who would attempt

out of the library that I couldn't read — not that
I couldn't read some of the words, but a lot of the
words I couldn't understand — books about his
tory, books about art.

to do it by its mathematical or scientific princi
ples. Those people are only understanding half of
it. It's like a doctor who knows all the elements of
the body but can't tell you why the heart works.

I'd been blessed with a pretty good brain that
actually retains things and then has the ability to
make juxtapositions between events. It's under
standing and wanting to understand the "all" of
history. History is not an isolated event that only

You can talk all about the rhythm and mole
cular impulses you want, but the will to live —
the hidden thing that doctors cannot see — they
cannot treat the will to live. They cannot — I can

called Leningrad Symphony, the city had been
surrounded and was being starved-out by the
Germans. There were no dogs, cats, or rats left in
the streets of Leningrad because people had
nothing to eat. And in that climate, Shostakovich
writes the devastating second and third move
ments, the incredible, psychotic fourth move
ment, and then the finale, which has this
grandeur of triumph that very few pieces have in
all of music.
So he is emaciated, his friends are sick and
dying — just like Beethoven wrote the Fifth
Symphony in the face of all these cannon shells,
just like Mozart writes in the face of his own

photo courtesy of Robert Debbaut

ing about music is like dancing about architec
ture: it's very hard to describe. You can't dance
and describe architecture. You can't really

Robert Debbaut: I've always been curious.
When I was a little boy I would check out books

one thing affects.
During Beethoven's lifetime, when he was
writing the Eroica Symphony and the Fifth
Symphony, he was in Vienna, which was being
bombarded by the French. So there were cannon
shells falling outside o f his house while
Beethoven was trying to write music.
In 1942, when Shostakovich wrote the so-

Robert Debbaut’s first concert with the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra is Saturday
night.

RD: You know, writing about • usic or talk

not know the "why."
I do not know why I sit and I listen to the
third movement of Bruckner nine and tears

to you, it happens to everyone else. I can't define
music, but I'm glad that I live there."

Lawrentian: Accompanying every artist is at
least some curiosity to meet past masters. If it
were possible, who would you like to meet, and
under what terms would you like to meet them?

about women, about his life.
I wotfld lik e to have lunch 'with Puccini

The Lawrence
U n iv e rs ity A lu m n i
A ssociation can help

I think probably more than anything: party
with Mozart and wake up on his couch the next
day and have a little chit-chat as we head over for
a Viennese coffee with a little “Schlag.” Yeah,
that's probably it.

devastating that I don't want to hear or think
about anything for hours after I hear it.
But all those things happen to me. It happens

Lawrentian: How do you define music?

...but no funding?

I'd like to drink scotch and eat black rye
bread and sandwiches with Stravinsky.

to paradise might be.
I don't know why "Contessa, Perdona" at the
end of Figaro makes me do up. [Mozart's] music
is of such grace and forgiveness. I don't know why
the end of Shostakovich seven just destroys me. I
don't know why the end of Shostakovich four is so

RD: I'd like to have breakfast with
Shostakovich. Because morning was his time; he
would knock off for late breakfast and he would
then want to talk. Not necessarily about music,
but about politics, about art, about the weather,

have
great idea for an
event fo r students.

Beethoven, but he's much too tortured a soul. I
wouldn't like to sit down with Beethoven,
although I really revere him, and hopefully that
will show when I get to do his Ninth Symphony.

invariably stream down my face like I’ve some
how seen the voice of God and the what the entry

death, knowing that he is sick and dying, "The
Magic Flute." If you don't have these perspectives
on history, you'll never understand all the where
withal of everything that is happening."

1

because we would have a nice, long, leisurely
Italian lunch, with certainly wine and two or
three courses. I wouldn’t need dinner after that
because of late Italian meals, you know?
Someone asked me if I wouldn't want to meet

photo courtesy of LauraCaviani.com

- t a o r a e a v ta rri p e r f o r m s ffr t t a r p e r o n
M o n d a y , Oct. 25.

Caviani returns to Lawrence

Andy Olson
for The Lewreatien

Jazz pianist and composer
Laura Caviani, '84, will return to
her alma mater this week as a
guest performer at the second
annual Lawrence Alumni Jazz
Showcase.
Since her graduation, Caviani
has performed and recorded,
releasing numerous albums and
receiving acclaim from critics of
Jazz Times and the Minneapolis
Star-Tribune. She has received
commissions from the Central
Wisconsin Symphony Orchestra
as well as the Kansas City

Symphony Orchestra. Caviani has
served on the faculties of St.
John's University, the UW-Eau
Claire and several schools in
Minneapolis. In 1998, she was one
of only four Americans permitted
to study at the Akiyoshidai
International Art Village in
Japan.
Current faculty members
Dane Richeson and Mark Umess,
neither of whom were here at
Lawrence at the same time as
Caviani, will also be performing at
the showcase. This mixture will
foster growing relationships
between current faculty and
alumni.
Also performing with Caviani

is John Harmon, class of 1957
graduate and the first director of
jazz studies here at Lawrence.
Harmon is something of a musical
hero to Caviani and she is very
pleased to be able to perform with
him. Fred Sturm, current director
of the jazz and improvisational
music department, hopes that it
will be possible to have different
alumni perform for the showcase
each year.
This year's program will
include selections by Thelonious
Monk, Jean Sibelius, and of
course, Caviani herself. The
Lawrence Alumni Jazz Showcase
will be in Harper Hall on Monday,
Oct. 25 at 8 p.m.

O ver t h e past f e w years,
a num ber of m em orable events
w e r e f u n d e d b y t h e Class o f 1 9 6 5
S t u d e n t Activity Grant:

C lip yn C a rry
October 15-21

• Battle of the Bands
• GLOW'S TBLG c o n f e r e n c e
• The Faces o f H om elessn ess panel
• Big B a n d s w i n g d a n c e

Fri, 7:30 & 10 p.m. Film, "Some Like It Hot." Wriston
Fri, 8 p.m. LU choirs concert. Memorial Chapel

• AIDS quilt

Sat, 7:30 p.m. Film, "Chunhyang." Wriston Auditorium

• Ballet Folklorico

Sat, 8 p.m. LU Symphony Orchestra. Memorial Chapel

Your e v e n t could be n e xt!
A p p lic a tio n s due N ovem ber 3, 2004
A p p l i c a t i o n s are r e v i e w e d o n c e annual l y.
For d e t a i l e d i n f o r m a t i o n a n d a pp li c a ti o n
materi als, p l e a se visit t h e O f f i c e o f
A l umni Relations, 3 1 9 E. Co l l e g e A v e n u e .

Sun, 8 p.m. Faculty recital: Patrice Michaels, soprano. Harper
Mon, 7:30 p.m. "Origins o f Maya Civilization." Wriston
Mon, 8 p.m. LU Jazz Alum Showcase: Laura Caviani. Harper
Thu, 8 p.m. Guest recital: Mihai Titel, cello. Harper Hall
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Monmouth spoils Fall Festival
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Lawrence University

Andy York
Sports Editor

Sports Columnist

Every so often a sporting perfor
mance transcends our collective expecta
tions, and demands to be written about.
Such performances embody more than
just strength of body. They embody
strength of mind and strength of heart.
Curt Schilling's seven-inning, fourhit, one earned run performance Tuesday
night was just such a performance.
On a bleeding ankle, with three
sutures holding a dislocated tendon in
place, Schilling shut down a Yankee
offense that had scored 19 runs only three
days ago.
And he did it with the pressure of
Boston's season being on the line, with the
pressure of being a self-labeled Yankee
killer who lives for nights like these, with
the pressure of history looking over his
shoulder; and with the knowledge that
the same ankle had cost the Red Sox
Game 1.
And it doesn't matter whether or not
the Red Sox win Game 7. The fact they
are even playing a Game 7 is enough.
This columnist must admit that he
thought Schilling wouldn’t last more than
four innings. After all it seemed like
Schilling was done for the series after
Game 1. Tb go from not playing at all to
pitching one of the most clutch games in
baseball history isn’t something that hap
pens everyday, or to anyone.
Such performances are the ones for
which athletes really earn their keep.
When they look past their own frailties,
pushing them aside to will themselves to
greater heights. When they give scant
thought to injury and pain, in the quest
lor one more chance at immortality.
Schilling did all that. He pushed
aside the pain in his ankle, he pushed
.aside the thought of future injury, and
simply concentrated on what he does
best.
And what he does best is win big
games under pressure, as he proved so

The Lawrence University
football team was crushed by
Monmouth 60-0 at the Banta
Bowl on Fall Festival weekend
last Saturday. The Vikings only
created 195 total yards of
offense. The loss guarantees LU
its 17th consecutive losing sea
son. The Vikings have not been
at or above 500 since 1987.
The Vikings gave up a touch
down on the Scots' first two dri
ves and the score was 14-0 at the
end of the first quarter. Things
only went downhill from there.
Monmouth would score on
their next five possessions in the
second quarter, aided by two Eric
Aspenson interceptions. The
Scots would make the score 37-0
at the half.
The third quarter began with
two more Aspenson intercep
tions, and two more Scot touch
downs. The Vikings could not
muster anything on offense how
ever, and the Scots would score
twice more to make the final

Football
Oct. 16
Monmouth 60
Lawrence 0

Men's soccer
Oct. 16
St. Norbert 2
Lawrence 1

photo by Christine Beaderstadt
Scots and Vikings battle Saturday in the trenches during Monmouth's homecoming spoiler victory

score 60-0.
Adrell
Bullock led the
Vikings with 19 rushes for 92
yards. Aspenson finished with
eight completions for 135 yards
and five interceptions. Bullock
also had the longest reception of
they day with a 40-yarder.

The Vikings will travel to
Grinnell to take on the Pioneers
this week. Grinnell pulled out a
48-47 overtime victory last sea
son in the Banta Bowl. The
Pioneers come into the game
with a 3-3 record overall, while
LU is 1-6. Game time is 1:00 p.m.

Men’s soccer falls to “Minahan Mystique’
Alex Week
Staff W riter

Considering the colors of the
opposing team, the Lawrence mas
cot, and the conditions and location
of the game, there were obvious
parallels between the men's soccer
team's recent 2-1 loss to St. Norbert
in frigid De Pere and Green Bay
Packer dominance at Lambeau.
Despite this far-fetched cross
sport hypothesis, there seemed to
be something intangible that was
curbing the Vikes' success at
Minahan Stadium — not unlike the
advantage often seen by the

Packers. This ethereal presence was
represented by a 2-0 St. Norbert
lead at halftime from unquestion
ably lucky goals and the inexplica
ble phenomenon of something going
awry during all of the Vikings'
many amazing scoring chances.
Tables turned briefly in the sec
ond half when sophomore Brian
Harks, with his perfectly mani
cured mullet flowing behind him
like a golden cape of justice, flew
horizontally to head a Rodrigo
Gomes cross in for a score. Despite
this beautiful strike, and the 15
minutes of frenzied Lawrence dom
inance thereafter, the game would

end at this score of 2-1.
The playoff outlook for the team
(3-2-1 MWC) is now quite compli
cated. To assure themselves a spot
in the playoffs, the Vikes must win
all three of their remaining games.
Without doing so, they will need a
positive goal differential and/or
opponents' lasses.
All are encouraged to attend the
games this Saturday and Sunday at
1 p.m. against Monmouth and
Illinois College respectively. With
any luck, these bouts will help the
Vikings meet St. Norbert again in
the playoffs, potentially back at
their place.

Narrow loss slims women’s playoff chances
The Lawrence women's soccer
team may have seen its look at a
playoff berth destroyed last
Saturday in De Pere.
The 2-1 loss in the biting cold
saw the Vikings put up a strong
fight against a St. Norbert team
playing in front of its home crowd.
The scoring didn't start until

the second half despite significant
attacks by both squads in the first.
The deadlock was broken as the
Green Knights swiftly put a couple
scores in within two minutes of
each other at about ten minutes
into the half. Despite a Greta
Raaen strike from Jaime Nodarse
in the 69th minute and a frantic
offensive mentality late in the
game, this would be it for scoring,
leaving the team's seniors with lit

tle hope of a postseason in their last
year.
There is still a chance for a
postseason, however, if the women
win out and get assistance from
teams currently ahead of them in
the standings. Games against
Monmouth and Hlinois College, at
11 a.m. on Saturday and Sunday,
are likely to be impassioned
attempts at that single dangling
playoff hope.

LU cross country does well at
Wisconsin Private meet

Championships at High Cliff
state park.

with 24 kills. She also had
eight service aces.

The
Lawrence
University
men's and women's teams fared
well at the Wisconsin Private
College Championships this
past weekend at Concordia
University. The women's team
finished second, and the men
came third.
Pacing the women was Cate
Frazier, who took fifth overall.
Colleen Detjens took seventh,
and Rachel Lucas was tenth.
Joy Manweiler also finished
19th, and all four received allstate honors. LU finished
behind Carthage for the team
title.

Vikings
get
swept in LU tri
angular

She defeated Heather Kerswill
o f St. Norbert 10-7 for the title.
The Vikings had many other
consolation runner-ups. Maggie
Helms took consolation runnerup in number four singles after
a loss to a player from Lake
Forest by a score of 10-3 in the
final.
Klumpner and Sarene Sahar,
and Amy Gammon and Leila
Sahar, both lost consolation
championship doubles finals.
Klumpner and Sahar lost 10-8
to a team from Monmouth, and
Gammon and Sahar lost 10-2 to
a team from Ripon.

emphatically on a cold, wet, and windy
New York night.

M aybe the Secret
Service should sm ile
more. I mean, what are
they so worried a bou t?

David Quinlan, who took 13th,
led the men. He also earned allstate honors. The Vikings are
in action next weekend at the
Midwest
Conference

Alex Week
Staff W riter

The
Lawrence
University vol
leyball team got
swept in its LU
triangular meet
by losing to UWStout 3-0, and
Northland
Baptist 3-2.

h
e
T
Vikings are
next
in
action
at
the
UWOshkosh
tria n g u la r
today.

Klumpner

by Andy York
Sports Editor

The Vikings lost
the match to Stout by scores of
30-5, 30-22,
30-17.
Kelly
Mulcahy led the Vikings with
four kills in the match.
The Vikings lost to Northland
Baptist by scores of 21-30, 3017,
22-30,
30-20,
16-14.
Mulcahy dominated this match

gets conso
lation cham
pionship.

The
Lawrence
University
women's tennis team finished
their season at the individual
and doubles tournaments in
Madison last weekend. Susan
Klumpner, who won the conso
lation championship at number
one singles, led the Vikings.

Women's soccer
Oct. 20
Beloit 1
Lawrence 6

Oct. 16
St. Norbert 2
Lawrence 1

Volleyball
Oct. 16
Northland Baptist 3
Lawrence 2

STAND IN G S

Football
St. Norbert
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Illinois College
Carroll
Grinnell
Ripon
Beloit
Lawrence
Knox

Men's soccer
Carroll
Lake Forest
St. Norbert
Beloit
Lawrence
Ripon
Grinnell
Illinois College
Knox
Monmouth

6
5
5
5
3
2
2
1
1
1

0
2
0
2
2
4
4
5
5
6

Women's soccei
Lake Forest
Grinnell
Carroll
Monmouth
St. Norbert
Lawrence
Illinois College
Beloit
Ripon
Knox

9
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
0
0

0
1
1
2
3
4
4
6
7
7

Volleyball
Standings courtesy of
wAvw.midwestconference.org
All statistics are
accurate as of
21 October 2004-

1
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Ripon
St. Norbert
Beloit
Lawrence
Carroll

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

